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In this paper, we examine the formation of small capillary waves (parasitic ripples) on
the surface of steep steadily-travelling gravity waves. Previously, authors have developed
ad-hoc analytical procedures for describing the formation of such parasitic ripples in
potential flows; however, it has not been clear whether the small-surface tension limit is
well-posed—that is, whether it is possible for an appropriate travelling gravity-capillary
wave to be continuously deformed to the classic Stokes wave in the limit of vanishing
surface tension. The work of Chen & Saffman (Stud. Appl. Math. 1980, 62 (1) 1–21]) had
suggested smooth continuation was not possible. In this paper, we numerically explore
the low surface tension limit of the steep gravity-capillary travelling-wave problem. Our
results allow for a classification of the bifurcation structure that arises, and serve to unify
a number of previous numerical studies. Crucially, we demonstrate that different choices
of solution amplitude can lead to subtle restrictions on the continuation procedure; the
use of wave energy as an amplitude condition allows solution branches to be continuously
deformed to the zero surface tension limit.
1 Introduction
The Stokes wave is the most fundamental nonlinear water wave in fluid dynamics: a
two-dimensional periodic wave of permanent form travelling at constant speed, c, in
an inviscid fluid. When reposed in a travelling frame, the deep-water problem is to
essentially determine a velocity potential, φpx, yq, which is harmonic in a periodic domain,
´ 12 ď x ď 12 and ´8 ă y ď ζpxq. On the unknown free surface, y “ ζpxq, Bernoulli’s
condition requires that
F 2
2
|∇φ|2 ` ζ ´Bκ “ const. (1.1)
Here the Froude number, F , characterises the balance between inertia and gravity, and
B is the inverse-Bond number characterising the balance between gravity and surface
tension; this latter effect depends on the surface curvature, κ. Extensive results are known
for the case when surface tension is neglected, with B “ 0, and this originates from the
seminal work of Stokes (1847); cf. the reviews by Okamoto & Sho˜ji (2001); Toland (1996).
Intuitively, we might expect that the inclusion of a small amount of surface tension has
the effect of perturbing the profile of the pure gravity wave. However, since the limit of
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B Ñ 0 is singularly perturbed, this is not necessarily the case, and it is known that the
introduction of surface tension has a significant impact on the existence and uniqueness of
solutions in the pB,F q´bifurcation space. The goal of this paper is to present a numerical
study of the singular limit of B Ñ 0, for which we know one solution to be the Stokes
wave.
1.1 Parasitic ripples
It is well-known observationally that under the action of both gravity and surface tension,
ripples of small wavelength form on the forward face of a propagating wave. As shown
by the experimental results of Cox (1958) and Ebuchi et al. (1987) for instance, the
amplitude of these parasitic capillary ripples increases when the overall amplitude of the
wave (measured by crest to trough displacement) increases. Moreover, as demonstrated
by the experimental results of Ebuchi et al. (1987), a snapshot of which is shown in figure
1, these ripples are unsteady and asymmetric about the wave crest.
A steady asymmetric theory was proposed by Longuet-Higgins (1963) to describe the
form of these waves. However, his method was asymptotically inconsistent, leading to
poor agreement with the experimental results of Perlin et al. (1993). Further details of
this asymptotic inconsistency will be presented in a forthcoming work from the current
authors. Nevertheless, parasitic solutions of the steady potential flow framework of
equation (1.1) are still poorly (if at all) understood. It remains an open question as to
whether the parasitic capillary ripples shown in figure 1 may be found as either symmetric
or asymmetric solutions of the steady framework, or whether it is necessary to study the
full time-dependant problem. In this work, we present multiple sets of solutions, one of
which is the steady-symmetric analogue of the parasitic capillary waves.
1.2 The complexity of pB,F q-space
In their seminal work Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979) developed a numerical scheme
using a series truncation method to compute periodic gravity-capillary waves of the
exact nonlinear equations. Imposing symmetry at x “ 0 and an amplitude condition on
the crest-to-trough displacement, they presented a preliminary classification of typical
solutions in pB,F q-space and grouped solutions according to types 1, 2, 3, and so on.
Each type number was associated with a distinct branch of solutions, and corresponded
to the number of observed ‘dimples’ or inflexion points on a (half) wave profile.
One of their solutions [Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979) fig. 10] is of particular interest
in the context of parasitic ripples. This profile, similar to that shown in figure 2, appears
to contain small-scale capillary ripples as a perturbation to the main Stokes wave. This is
one of the types of solution that we will be expanding upon in this work, by computing
a portion of the solution space as B Ñ 0. The type 1 to 4 branches are shown in their
fig. 1. These each have differing behaviour, and it is not obvious if any structure would
emerge upon studying the branches of higher type number solutions, and whether any
solutions can be found as B Ñ 0. This is due to significant difficulties encountered when
numerically examining the B Ñ 0 limit.
Later, in a comparison between experimental data and the analytical model developed
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Figure 1. Experimental picture showing parasitic ripples located near the crests of steep
gravity waves [from Ebuchi et al. (1987)].
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Figure 2. A numerical solution of equations (4.1 a) and (4.1 b) is displayed in physical
space, with nondimensional parameters F “ 0.4299, B “ 0.002270, and energy E “ 0.38.
The periodic solution has been repeated three times.
by Longuet-Higgins (1963), Perlin et al. (1993) calculated more of these solutions, but
little information on the bifurcation structure was obtained in their work. As remarked
upon by Perlin:
Surprisingly little information is available on these waves of disparate scales, presumably due to
the analytical/numerical, as well as experimental, difficulties involved. [Perlin et al. (1993)].
Indeed, there are many difficulties involved in the process of finding solutions to this
problem for small values of the Bond number, B. One major problem can be the choice of
amplitude condition imposed. Reviewed later in §2.2, we demonstrate that the choice of
crest-to-trough displacement used by Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979) is unsatisfactory
as, when fixed, prevents a continuous branch of solutions being found as B Ñ 0. Under
this choice of amplitude parameter, the type-n branches found will form a discrete set of
solutions.
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1.3 The impossibility of the B Ñ 0 limit
Nearly in parallel with the work by Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979), Chen & Saffman
(1979, 1980a,b) produced a series of works where they examined the Stokes wave problem,
largely from the perspective of weakly nonlinear theory (and its numerical consequences
on the full nonlinear problem).
In Chen & Saffman (1979) they considered weakly nonlinear solutions of equation (1.1)
in powers of a small wave-amplitude, . Expressing the solution, y “ ζpxq, as a Fourier
series, this permits analytical solutions for the Fourier coefficients, An. They discovered
that in fixing the point of symmetry of the wave-profile to be at x “ 0, the branches of
solutions in the pκ,Anq bifurcation space (where κ “ 4pi2B) are discontinuous either side
of the point κ “ 1{n. Due to this discontinuity, they commented:
This result shows that a pure wave of small amplitude cannot be continued analytically as κÑ 0
into a gravity wave. [Chen & Saffman (1979)]
In fact, this is a consequence of the assumed point of symmetry being at x “ 0 for solutions
either side of the bifurcation point. Discussed later in §6.3, we note that solutions either
side of this bifurcation point have a phase shift of 1{n between them. Hence when left
unspecified, these solutions can be seen to be continuous in the Fourier metric An either
side of the κ “ 1{n bifurcation point.
Thus the B Ñ 0 limit seems well-posed, and they stated that
The gravity wave (κ “ 0) is therefore a singular limit which cannot be reached smoothly by
applying the limit κÑ 0 to a gravity capillary wave. [Chen & Saffman (1979)].
In our work, we will note how the statement is misleading since the non-smoothness is
largely a function of their choice of amplitude parameter.
In a second work by Chen & Saffman (1980b), the numerical solution space was explored.
In fixing the either first Fourier coefficient, A1, as the chosen amplitude parameter,
nonlinear solutions were computed. However, the authors were unable to connect branches
of solutions in the resulting bifurcation diagram, for which they concluded:
These results confirm the impossibility of going continuously from a pure capillary-gravity wave
to a gravity wave by letting κÑ 0. [Chen & Saffman (1980b)]
We later note in section 6.1 that if the wave-energy instead is fixed as an amplitude
parameter then the continuous set of solutions as B Ñ 0, discovered within this paper,
bifurcate from points at which A1 “ 0. Hence if A1 is fixed to be a non-zero constant, as
in the numerical work of Chen & Saffman (1980b), this bifurcation point would remain
undiscovered. We conclude that in order to achieve a smooth transition as B Ñ 0, the
first Fourier coefficient should not be fixed.
1.4 What we do
In this work we shall consider the numerical behaviour of steady symmetric parasitic
ripples for small values of the Bond number, B. Starting in §2, we introduce the governing
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equations for the gravity-capillary wave problem, which we transform to depend on the
velocity potential, φ, alone. In §3, the well known linear solutions are derived. These form
a starting point for our numerical method of §4. Solutions are presented in §5, which we
use to demonstrate that as B Ñ 0 for fixed energy, E , this bifurcation structure appears
to form a countably infinite number of groups of solutions in the pB,F q plane. Each
group forms a “finger” in the solution space, which accumulate in the limit of B Ñ 0
such that solutions exist in an Op1q interval in the Froude number, F . Moreover, these
branches of solutions are connected at the point where they bifurcate from a wave with
smaller fundamental wavelength, resulting in numerical evidence for the B Ñ 0 limit of
the steep gravity-capillary wave problem having a continuous set of solutions.
This allows us to show why previous authors have failed to reveal this underlying
structure, which we comment upon in §6 and §7. Lastly, in §8, we comment upon the
asymptotic properties as B Ñ 0 of our discovered solutions, and how this uncovered
structure is likely to be present in other numerical problems for small values of the Bond
number, B.
2 Mathematical formulation
Consider two-dimensional free surface flow of an inviscid, irrotational, and incompressible
fluid of infinite depth. The velocity potential, φ, is defined by u “ ∇φ. We assume that, in
the lab frame, the free surface, y “ ζpx, tq, is periodic in x with wavelength Lλ, and moves
to the right with wavespeed c. We non-dimensionalise with unit length, Lλ, and velocity,
c. We consider steady travelling-wave solutions by introducing a subflow of unit horizontal
velocity in the opposite direction of wave propagation. This negates the movement of
the free-surface. Then ζt “ 0 “ φt yields the steady governing equations [compare to e.g.
Vanden-Broeck 2010, eqns (2.48)–(2.55)]
φxx ` φyy “ 0 for y ď ζ, (2.1 a)
φy “ ζxφx at y “ ζ, (2.1 b)
F 2
2
pφ2x ` φ2yq ` y ´B ζxxp1` ζ2xq 32
“ F
2
2
at y “ ζ, (2.1 c)
φy Ñ 0 and φx Ñ ´1 as y Ñ ´8, (2.1 d)
for the travelling wave now in x P r´ 12 , 12 q. Thus the system is governed by Laplace’s
equation (2.1 a) within the fluid, kinematic and dynamic conditions on the free surface
(2.1 b) and (2.1 c), and uniform flow conditions in the deep-water limit (2.1 d). The
horizontal velocity condition (2.1 d), our subflow, indicates a uniform flow moving towards
the left.
The non-dimensional Froude (F ) and inverse-Bond (B) numbers are given by
F “ c{agLλ and B “ σ{ρgL2λ, (2.2)
where g is the gravitational constant, ρ is the fluid density, and σ is the coefficient of
surface tension.
Note that in the mathematical formulation above, we have non-dimensionalised lengths
by a fixed physical wavelength, Lλ, and hence we shall seek solutions that are 1-periodic
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in the non-dimensional traveling frame. However, these solutions may have a smaller
wavelength which is less than unity. We thus define λ to be the non-dimensional funda-
mental wavelength (the smallest such wavelength). Moreover in this work, we shall refer
to a wave with fundamental wavenumber k “ 1{λ as a pure k-wave. Thus a pure k-wave
has a dimensional wavelength of λLλ.
2.1 The conformal mapping to the pφ, ψq plane.
We now formulate the governing equations (2.1) in the potential pφ, ψq-plane. We assume
that the free-surface is located along ψ “ 0, and introduce the notation of X and Y for
the fluid quantities evaluated on the free surface. Thus
Xpφq ” xpφ, 0q and Y pφq ” ζpxpφ, 0qq. (2.3)
We may now obtain expressions for the surface derivative and curvature by differentiating
(2.3). This yields
ζx “ Yφ
Xφ
and ζxx “ XφYφφ ´ YφXφφ
X3φ
. (2.4 a)
We now seek to re-write the kinematic (2.1 b) and dynamic (2.1 c) boundary conditions
on the surface in terms of the conformal variables X and Y . First, the velocities, φx and
φy, may be inverted, yielding
φx “ xφ
x2φ ` y2φ
and φy “ yφ
x2φ ` y2φ
. (2.5)
Finally, substitution of (2.5) for φx and φy, (2.4) for ζx and ζxx, and Y pφq “ ζpxpφ, 0qq
into Bernoulli’s equation (2.1 c) and setting ψ “ 0 yields our governing equation [compare
with eqn. (6.12) of Vanden-Broeck (2010)]
F 2
2J
` Y `B pYφXφφ ´XφYφφq
J
3
2
“ F
2
2
, (2.6)
where we have introduced the surface Jacobian as
J “ X2φ ` Y 2φ . (2.7)
Note that in the conformal formulation, the kinematic condition (2.1 b) can be verified to
be satisfied identically once (2.5) and (2.4) are used on the streamline ψ “ 0.
In order to close the system, we require a harmonic relationship between X and Y .
Note that within the fluid, ypφ, ψq can be written as a Fourier series of the form
ypφ, ψq “ ψ `A0 `
8ÿ
n“1
e2npiψ
„
An cos p2npiφq `Bn sin p2npiφq

, (2.8)
where An and Bn are real-valued for all n. Indeed, the above satisfies yφφ ` yψψ “ 0 and
the depth condition y „ ψ as ψ Ñ ´8.
Next, we define the Hilbert transform on Y by
HrY spφ1q “ ´
ˆ 8
´8
Y pφq
φ´ φ1 dφ “ ´
ˆ 1{2
´1{2
Y pφq cot rpipφ´ φ1qsdφ, (2.9)
where the second equality uses the assumed periodicity of the solution. We can then verify
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φ
ψ
x
y
zpφ, ψq “ x` iy
x “ xpφ, ψq
y “ ypφ, ψq
Figure 3. The conformal mapping from px, yq to pφ, ψq is shown.
that the individual Fourier modes can be related using Hrsinp2npiφqs “ cosp2npiφq and
Hrcosp2npiφqs “ ´ sinp2npiφq. From using the Cauchy-Riemann relations of xφ “ yψ and
xψ “ ´yφ, we obtain the harmonic relationships between X and Y on the free surface via
Xφpφq “ 1´HrYφpφqs and Yφpφq “HrXφpφq ´ 1s. (2.10)
2.2 The energy constraint
In addition to the set of two equations in (4.1), we shall impose an additional energy
constraint on the solution, which can viewed as equivalent to a measurement of the wave
amplitude. We define the wave energy, E, to be
E “ F
2
2
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
Y pXφ ´ 1qdφ`B
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
p?J ´Xφqdφ` 1
2
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
Y 2Xφ dφ, (2.11)
where the first expression on the right hand side is the kinetic energy, the second the
capillary potential energy, and the third the gravitational potential energy. The derivation
of (4.1 c) from the bulk-energy is given in Appendix A.
For numerical comparison purposes, it will convenient for us to re-scale the energy in
(2.11) by the energy of the highest (fundamental) gravity wave, Ehw. Thus we write
E “ E
Ehw
, (2.12)
where Ehw « 0.00184 (to 5 decimal places) using the numerical scheme of § 4 with
n “ 4096 Fourier coefficients.
The choice of how to define an amplitude or energy condition for the wave is a subtle
one. In this paper, we shall comment on the following three choices of amplitude:
A “
$’&’%
E
A1
Y p0q ´ Y p1{2q
[energy definition from (2.11)],
[first Fourier coefficient from (2.8)],
[crest-to-trough displacement].
(2.13)
The second choice of A1, as used in Chen & Saffman (1980b), designates the amplitude
to be the first Fourier coefficient, while the third choice of Y p0q ´ Y p1{2q, as used by
Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979), is a sensible choice to measure the physical wave
height of the fundamental Stokes wave.
Note that both definitions of amplitude according to A1 and Y p0q ´ Y p1{2q have the
problem that strongly nonlinear waves – as measured by a lack of decay in the Fourier
coefficients – can occur even at small amplitude values. This is particularly due to the
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fact that the resultant wave may take a variety of shapes beyond the fundamental wave
considered by Stokes (1847). Similar difficulties were encountered by Chen & Saffman
(1979, 1980b), who in specifying a Fourier amplitude (either A1 or An) throughout these
two works commented:
We found from experience that none of these parameters were universally useful for describing
the bifurcation phenomenon to be described in this work, and in fact we have been unable to
construct a parameter which characterized the magnitude of the wave for all the phenomena in a
satisfactory way. [Chen & Saffman (1979)]
It may be that using the energetic definition of amplitude with A “ E is the modification
required to fix these issues; indeed within the context of our numerical investigations this
does seem to be the case.
3 Linear theory, Wilton ripples, and type pn,mq-waves
It will be useful for us to review linear solutions in the notation of §2.1. The results of
linear theory are found from the first two terms of a Stokes expansion in powers of a
small amplitude parameter,  [see e.g. (Vanden-Broeck, 2010, Sec. 2.4.2)]. Thus we shall
consider equations (4.1 a) and (4.1 b) and take X „ X0 ` X1 and Y „ Y0 ` Y1. Solving
the resultant equations yields X0 “ φ and Y0 “ ´F 2{2 at leading order. At Opq, we
write X1 and Y1 as Fourier series and assume that the two solutions are respectively odd
and even about φ “ 0. This yields the necessary equation that
8ÿ
k“1
“
F 2p2kpiq ´ 1´ p2kpiq2B‰ak cos p2kpiφq “ 0. (3.1)
In order to obtain non-trivial solutions, we require the linear dispersion relation of
2kpiF 2 ´ 1´ 4k2pi2B “ 0, (3.2)
and obtain X1 “ ak sinp2kpiφq and Y1 “ ak cos p2kpiφq. Thus the linear solution, a pure–k
wave, is approximated by
X „ φ` 
”
ak sinp2kpiφq
ı
and Y „ ´F
2
2
` 
”
ak cosp2kpiφq
ı
, (3.3)
to the first two orders.
The linear solution of (3.3) was assumed to satisfy the single dispersion relation (3.2)
for the kth Fourier mode only. Note that other solutions may be constructed that satisfy
the dispersion relation for more than one mode. For instance, if the modes with k “ 1 and
k “ n are assumed to be non-degenerate, then we require that both 2piF 2´ 1´ 4pi2B “ 0
and 2npiF 2´1´4n2pi2B “ 0. This yields the so-called Wilton ripples predicted by Wilton
(1915), located wherever
Bwilton “ 1
4pi2n
and F 2wilton “ p1` nq2pin , (3.4)
with n P Z`. The Wilton ripples are then given by
X1 “ a1 sinp2piφq ` an sinp2npiφq and Y1 “ a1 cosp2piφq ` an cosp2npiφq. (3.5)
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In the numerics of §4, we shall often initialise the numerical continuation method with
the linear solution (3.3) using a small value of ak. Crucially, since this linear solution is
invalid near points (3.4) we must ensure that our initial choice lies away from the critical
numbers of Bwilton and/or Fwilton.
As introduced by Chen & Saffman (1979), linear solutions that consist of a combination
of pure n- and m-waves, with fundamental wavelengths of λ “ 1{n and 1{m respectively,
are described as a type (n,m)-wave. Thus under this terminology, Wilton’s solution in (3.4)
is an example of a type p1, nq-wave. Our numerical results presented in §5 will contain
solutions that are the nonlinear analogue of a type p1, nq-wave.
4 The numerical method
In this section, we describe the numerical procedure for solving Bernoulli’s equation (4.1 a)
and the harmonic relationship (4.1 b) for Xpφq and Y pφq subject to a given value of the
energy, E , from (4.1 c). Thus:
F 2
2J
` Y `B pYφXφφ ´XφYφφq
J
3
2
“ F
2
2
, (4.1 a)
Xφpφq “ 1´HrYφpφqs. (4.1 b)
E “ F
2
2Ehw
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
Y pXφ ´ 1qdφ` B
Ehw
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
p?J ´Xφqdφ` 1
2Ehw
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
Y 2Xφ dφ, (4.1 c)
where the energy of the highest Stokes wave, Ehw, is approximately 0.00184.
In particular, solutions are regarded as lying within pB,F,E q-space. We then solve these
equations using Newton iteration on a truncated Fourier series using the Fast Fourier
Transform. The procedure is as follows.
(i) An initial guess for Y pφq is carefully chosen using either linear theory (3.3) or
from a previously-computed solution [cf. §5 for specific details].
(ii) Of the triplet pB,F,E q, we choose to fix two parameters and treat the last
parameter as an unknown eigenvalue.
(iii) The collocation variable, φ, is discretised using N grid-points, with φk “ ´1{2`
k∆φ for k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1 and ∆φ “ 1{N . We define the solution Y pφkq “ Yk at
each of these points. Note that once Yk is known for all k, Xk can be calculated
using the harmonic relation (4.1 b).
(iv) Combined with the unknown parameter (either B, F , or E ), this yields N ` 1
unknowns. Bernoulli’s equation (4.1 a), evaluated at φk, provides N equations and
the system is closed with the additional energy constraint (4.1 c). Newton iteration
is then used to solve the nonlinear system of equations until a certain tolerance
(typically 10´11) on the norm of the residual is met.
In our numerical scheme, we leverage the Fourier Transform for efficient manipulation of
the solutions. In particular, note that the Hilbert transform, H, needed for the harmonic
relation (4.1 b), can be evaluated via HrY s “ F´1ri ¨ sgnpkqFrY ss, where F denotes the
Fourier transform and sgn is the signum function. Both the Fourier and inverse-Fourier
transforms are calculated with the FFT algorithm. The derivatives of Y are also computed
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in Fourier space using the relationship Y pnqpφq “ F´1rp2piikqnFrY ss. In order to obtain
the numerical results presented in §5, we find it sufficient to use N “ 1024 mesh points.
In essence, our goal will be to study the pB,F,E q-solution space, particularly as B Ñ 0.
In general, our strategy is to start from a low-energy solution, and increase the parameter
E until the desired value is reached. In order to initialise this continuation procedure
at small values of E , we select an initial Bond number which is chosen away from the
Wilton-ripples value of Bwilton in (3.4). Then the Froude number approximated by the
linear dispersion relation (3.2) with k “ 1, and we use the linear approximations of X
and Y from (3.3) with a small arbitrary choice of ak (typically 10
´5). For this linear
solution, E is then calculated; the above serves as the initialisation procedure for the
Newton scheme which solves for values of Yi and F .
Once solutions are found at desired values of E , we establish the pB,F q-bifurcation
space by continuation from a previously calculated solution. Note that in some cases, it
will be necessary to fix B or F and solve for the other value, depending on the gradient
of the bifurcation curves.
5 Numerical results
The numerical results we now present suggest that at a fixed value of E , certain solutions
in the pB,F q-bifurcation space can be classified according to ‘finger’-type structures and
‘side-branch’-type structures.
First, let us first define the side branch, Sn as
Sn “ tBifurcation curve of solutions analogous to type p0, nq-wavesu,
that is, Sn corresponds to those points in pB,F q-space associated with a certain type of
solution. These solutions are pure n-waves (1{n-periodic solutions in the interval); they
are the nonlinear analogue of the linear type p0, nq-waves introduced in §3, i.e. a sine or
cosine wave with wavenumber n about a constant mean value. The side branches, Sn,
form a countably infinite set in pB,F q-space.
In addition, adjacent side branches are connected by ‘finger’-type structures. We define
GnÑn`1 “ tBifurcation curve of solutions connecting Sn to Sn`1u.
The finger can be interpreted as follows. Along Sn, solutions are pure pnq-waves. There
exists a bifurcation point where the 1-mode grows; following a new branch, GnÑn`1,
yields a solution analogous to a type p1, nq-wave. Continuing along GnÑn`1, the solution
transitions to type p1, n` 1q and then finally to pure-pn` 1q wave where it connects to
Sn`1. An illustration of these classifications is shown in Fig. 4.
In the following sections we present solutions along the side branches, Sn, and fingers,
GnÑn`1, for waves that are approximately half the height of the highest fundamental
gravity wave, hence E “ 0.38 (E “ 0.3804 . . . in our simulations). Starting in § 5.1 we
describe the structure of solutions across finger G13Ñ14. Then in § 5.2 we demonstrate
how this finger bifurcates from side branches S13 and S14. Within § 5.3 we plot multiple
fingers for n “ 7 to 28, demonstrating their behaviour as B Ñ 0. Lastly in §5.4, we show
how changing the value of E , from 0.046 to 0.67, alters these solutions and the branch
structure.
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Figure 4. A typical component of the bifurcation diagram illustrated in pB,F q-space
consisting of a single finger (shown bolded) and two side curves. This is considered at a
fixed value of E. As B decreases, each side curve eventually ends at a location (circle)
where a trapped bubble appears and the solution is rendered multi-valued.
5.1 Analysis of a single finger, Sn
The finger G13Ñ14 is shown in Fig. 5 for a value of E “ 0.5. Note that solutions near the
‘tip’ of the finger seem to correspond to the phenomena of parasitic ripples discussed in
§1—that is, a series of small-scale capillary-dominated ripples riding on the surface of
a steep gravity wave. This is shown in insets (c), (d), and (e) in Fig. 5. Below, we will
continue to refer to solutions as being separated into capillary ripples and an underlying
gravity wave, even though this classification may be ambiguous.
As we move down either side of G13Ñ14 by decreasing the Froude number, the amplitude
of the ripples increases while the amplitude of the underlying gravity wave decreases.
This is shown in Fig. 5 via the transitions (c)Ñ(b)Ñ(a) and (e)Ñ(f)Ñ(g). It becomes
extremely challenging to numerically compute solutions below (a) and (g).
Finally, as we travel from right to left across the finger, the wavelength of the ripples
decreases as an extra ripple is formed. This can be seen by comparing solutions in insets
(g) and (a) where (g) has 13 maxima and (a) has 14 maxima. The increase in the number
of ripples can be observed as occurring near the tip of the finger between insets (c) and
(e). We will discuss the structure of this process in §8.
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Figure 5. A single finger of solutions, G13Ñ14, is displayed in the pB,F q plane for a value of E “ 0.0007.
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5.2 Analysis of side branches Sn and Sn`1
The finger, G13Ñ14, displayed in figure 5 can also be seen as a bifurcation connecting two
side branches S13 and S14, as shown in figure 6. The branch S13 contains pure p13q-waves,
which have a fundamental wavelength of λ “ 1{13. The branch S14 consists of pure
14-solutions, which have λ “ 1{14.
At fixed energy, E “ 0.5, solution in S13 and S14 reach a limiting configuration through
the trapping of bubbles, shown at points a and c. These branches of solutions are the
large amplitude analogue of those predicted by linear theory in §3. In taking the linear
dispersion relation from equation (3.2) with both k “ n and k “ n` 1, we predict the
two branches F 2 “ 1{p2npiq ` p2npiqB and F 2 “ 1{p2pipn` 1qq ` 2pipn` 1qB. The large
amplitude equivalent of these, S13 and S14 in figure 6, look remarkably similar.
In order to compute these branches numerically, an initial pure–n solution was taken
from linear theory with the dispersion relation (3.2) satisfied for k “ n. This gives a
cosine profile with n peaks across the periodic domain. Slowly increasing the energy of
this solution across multiple runs yields a single solution for each branch at E “ 0.5, from
which these branches were calculated by continuation at fixed E .
The location along the branch for which solutions reach a limiting configuration through
a trapped bubble can be numerically predicted by the results of Appendix B. These
points are shown in figure 6 for n ě 15. We see that as the value of n for these limiting
solutions increases, the value of F at these points increases beyond that of the original
finger. Thus, below a certain value of the Bond number, we expect that each finger will
instead bifurcate from nonphysical solutions. As we then proceed to increase the Froude
number and transverse the side of each of these fingers for B ă Bcrit, we anticipate that
the solutions will turn physical. This would result in the tip of each finger consisting of
purely physical solutions.
5.3 The unveiled structure for B Ñ 0
This process of generating an individual finger may be repeated across different values
of the Bond number, resulting in a remarkable structure holding in the limit of B Ñ 0.
Many of these fingers are shown in figure 7 below, for n “ 7 to n “ 28; for clarity the
side branches have been omitted from this figure.
As the Bond number decreases over each finger, the wavelength of the ripples decreases
from 1{n to 1{pn ` 1q, resulting in the formation of an additional crest. Consecutive
fingers are connected at the point from which they bifurcate from the side branches of
pure n-waves, demonstrated previously in § 5.2 and shown by solutions (d1) and (d2) in
figure 7. The solutions at these bifurcation points display a phase shift of 1{n between
them. Due to this phase shift, the nth Fourier coefficient changes sign between these
solutions at this bifurcation point. It is this phase shift that led Chen & Saffman (1979)
to believe the weakly nonlinear solutions to be discontinuous with respect to the nth
Fourier coefficient at this point.
From solutions (a1), (b) and (c) at the top of the fingers in figure 7, we observe that
as B Ñ 0, the amplitude of the ripples decreases and the overall solution appears to
tend towards the fundamental Stokes wave with energy E . Hence in (a2) we isolate the
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Figure 6. The finger G13Ñ14 is shown against the two side branches S13 and S14. The
two side branches terminate at points a and c through the trapping of bubbles. Circles
represent the locations where solutions of Sn for n ě 15 become unphysical, found from
the numerical predictions of appendix B.
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Figure 7. Multiple fingers G7Ñ8 to G28Ñ29 are shown to form one connected branch in the pB,F q plane at fixed E “ 0.0007.
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fundamental wave, y0, from the solution, y, and plot y ´ y0. This shows that the ripples
are still present in the solution, but with a very small amplitude. It is verified that
|y ´ y0| „ OpBq by repeating this procedure for multiple solutions along the top of the
fingers in figure 7.
We note that we have been unable to fully compute the bifurcation from the side
branches for large values of n. See for instance solutions (e) and (f), which have modulation
associated with the fundamental Fourier mode. This is expected to tend to 0 for the
bifurcation from pure n-waves. Near these solutions it becomes increasingly difficult for
Newton iteration to converge.
Furthermore, the range of F between the tip of each finger and the bottom remains of
Op1q as B Ñ 0 for the solutions calculated in figure 7. Consider for instance the range
between solutions (a1) and (f). This suggests the existence of an interval of solutions
holding under the B Ñ 0 limit. The solution with the largest value of F is expected to be
the fundamental Stokes wave with B “ 0 and E “ 0.5, shown by the point y0 in figure
7. We predict that the other solutions holding under this limit are unphysical due to an
intersecting free-surface. This is because, for B ă Bcrit, the pure n-solutions near the
bifurcation point on the side branches are also unphysical.
5.4 Solutions at different values of the energy E
In this work we have fixed the wave-energy to be E “ 0.38. The full structure of solutions
holding in the B Ñ 0 limit, shown in figure 7, can be recreated for different values of
E . These results are shown in figure 8, where we display the finger G11Ñ12 and the side
branches S11 and S12.
The value of E decreases from E “ 0.67 in (a) to E “ 0.38 in (b) to E “ 0.046 in (c)
in figure 8. Three changes to either the solution or branch structure are noticeable as E
decreases:
(i) The amplitude of the ripples decreases;
(ii) The range of F between the top and bottom of the finger decreases;
(iii) The finger becomes more rectangular.
In (c), the amplitude of the ripples has decreased to the point at which they are no longer
observable visually.
6 Relation to previous numerical attempts
6.1 Choice of amplitude parameter
A few of the solutions displayed in figure 7 are similar to those previously calculated by
Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979), who plotted remnants of this figure at larger B for a
different amplitude parameter. Since their choice of amplitude parameter,
A “ ryp0q ´ yppiqs{2pi, (6.1)
relies on local values at the centre and edge of the periodic domain, they found these
branches to behave differently. According to this choice of norm, waves with an even number
of crests equally spaced throughout the domain will have yp0q “ yppiq and consequently
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Figure 8. The finger G11Ñ12 and the side branches S11 and S12 are shown in the pB,F q-
plane for three diferent values of the energy, E .
A “ 0. This corresponds to every other branch of solutions with fundamental wavelength
smaller than the periodic domain. This disparate behaviour for the amplitude parameter
(6.1) is visualised for fixed energy in figure 6.
Moreover, the bifurcation displayed in figure 6 at fixed energy would appear, with
the choice of amplitude parameter (6.1), as a bifurcation in three dimensional space
from a point at A “ 0. This is shown in figure 9, in which we calculate the branches
of solutions displayed in figure 6 at different values of the energy, E, and plot them in
the pB,F,Aq plane. In this figure, one bifurcation of each finger is seen to arise from
A “ 0, and is in part why the full structure was not revealed by the investigations of
Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979). Since the definition of A in (6.1) is a measure of the
wave amplitude at specific points, the branches display a small hump in the amplitude A.
This corresponds to the region where an extra ripple is formed at x “ 0 in the solution,
which affects the value of yp0q.
The numerical study of this problem for small Bond number has also been performed
by Chen & Saffman (1980b), who fixed the first Fourier coefficient,
A “ A1,
as an amplitude parameter. We now know that since the bifurcation between distinct
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Figure 9. The finger G13Ñ14 and side branches S13 and S14 are shown for five differ-
ent values of E “ p0.0007, 0.00046, 0.00027, 0.00018, 0.000084q in pB,F,Aq space with
amplitude A “ yp0q ´ yp1{2q.
fingers in the pB,F q plane occurs from side branches Sn, which have a first Fourier
coefficient of zero for n ě 2, that it is impossible to calculate the structure shown in figure
7 with a fixed value of this chosen amplitude parameter. By revisiting their quotation:
These results confirm the impossibility of going continuously from a pure capillary-gravity wave
to a gravity wave by letting κÑ 0. (Chen & Saffman (1980b)),
we see that this is a consequence of their chosen amplitude parameter. As we have shown
in §5.3, fixed energy allows for a smooth transition to be studied as B Ñ 0.
6.2 An insufficient number of Fourier coefficients
Another reason, perhaps the most vital, to explain why this bifurcation structure of
solutions has not been found before is the sheer number of Fourier coefficients required to
accurately study the bifurcation connecting adjacent fingers. This is due to the bifurcation
occurring from a side branch, for instance Sn, which contains solutions that are pure
n-waves. Solutions within the finger GnÑn`1 near to this bifurcation point are then
dominated by the nth Fourier coefficient. If in our numerical scheme we consider a series
truncation at the mth Fourier coefficient, then the only coefficients contributing to these
ripples will be a multiple of n. Hence, an effective number of m{n Fourier coefficients will
describe the behaviour of the wave near to this bifurcation point.
Turning to the value of m “ 40 used by [Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck 1979, fig. 10], who
calculate a parasitic wave with n “ 11 ripples, we predict that if they had investigated
the bifurcation structure surrounding this solution, these solutions would have had an
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effective number of m{n « 4 Fourier coefficients, which is insufficient. Within this work,
we have been using 1024 Fourier coefficients, which corresponds to 35 effective coefficients
for solutions near the bifurcation point of the finger with smallest Bond number in figure
7.
6.3 The symmetry shifting bifurcation
For the solutions displayed in figure 7, each finger is computed beginning with an initial
solution within the finger, and then continuing at fixed E either side of the starting
solution until the entire finger is computed. As a result of this continuation scheme, the
solutions at the bottom of adjacent fingers are out of phase with one another, as seen in
solutions d1 and d2 in figure 7. This method of continuation is depicted more clearly in
figure 10(a), where a1 and a2 are the starting solutions.
Alternatively, we could formulate an alternative continuation scheme where the solutions
in each finger are connected to those in adjacent fingers in a continuous fashion, depicted
in figure 10(b). This can be performed by starting with an initial solution, b1 in figure 10,
on only one finger. This finger is then found via the typical continuation method. Having
located a solution, b3, at the bifurcation point, the adjacent finger is completed by using
b3 as a starting solution for continuation. This alternative method shown in figure 10(b)
results in solutions (b3 and b4) at the bottom of consecutive fingers with no phase shift.
The result of this approach is a continuous set of solutions as B Ñ 0.
In using this alternative method, solutions at the top of consecutive fingers have a
shifted point of symmetry, as demonstrated by comparing solutions (b1 and b2) in figure
10. This point of symmetry has been moved from x “ 0 to x “ ´1{n for all solutions on
the new finger. We denote this to be a symmetry shifting bifurcation, which is unable to
be captured if the point of symmetry of the wave is prespecified. This assumption of a
fixed point of symmetry is often used in the two following methods:
(i) Numerical procedures which solve for the half-domain x “ r0, 1{2s and enforce a
turning point at x “ 0, such as that by Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979),
(ii) The analytical work of Chen & Saffman (1979), who posit a weakly nonlinear
solution with assumed symmetry at x “ 0.
Both of these methods will be unable to capture this smooth B Ñ 0 limit with continuous
solutions at the bifurcation point.
The relaxation of this assumption on the point of symmetry in the work of Chen &
Saffman (1979) is the modification required to correct their earlier statement on the
validity of the B Ñ 0 limit for gravity capillary waves. If this had been left unspecified,
they would have concluded that the only way to obtain a continuous limit as B Ñ 0
with their choice of norm, an, would be to have a difference in the point of symmetry of
adjacent branches of 1{n.
7 Conclusions
We have studied limitations in the previous works by Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979)
and Chen & Saffman (1979, 1980b), highlighting three core issues. These are:
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Figure 10. Two methods for numerical continuation are depicted. The starting location
for continuation is denoted by a cross, and the arrows indicate the direction travelled by
continuation.
(i) The chosen amplitude paramters, relying either on local values of the wave-height
or specific Fourier coefficients, §6.1.
(ii) A small number of Fourier coefficients retained in the numerical schemes, the
issues for which become more prominent near the bifurcation points, §6.2.
(iii) Assumptions made on the point of symmetry of the wave-profile (usually fixed to
be at x “ 0), due to the symmetry-shifting bifurcation connecting adjacent fingers,
§6.3.
In being aware of these, we have introduced alternative methods, either by solving or
mitigating the issues. For instance we have used the wave-energy, E , as an amplitude
parameter. This has allowed us to be able to find a number of different types of solutions
to the steep gravity-capillary wave problem existing under the limit of B Ñ 0. One of
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these, the steady symmetric parasitic ripple, is similar to the asymmetric parasitic waves
encountered physically and will be the focus of future analytical work.
8 Discussion
In §5.3, we remarked upon the two groups of solutions with different asymptotic limits as
B Ñ 0. The first of these are the parasitic ripples near the top of each finger, which can
be thought of as an expansion in the Bond number
y “ y0 `By1 ` ... (8.1)
such that in the limit of B Ñ 0 we recover the pure gravity-wave, y0. The magnitude of the
shorter-wavelength ripples is measured by considering y´y0, where y and y0 are numerical
solutions with the same value of E . An example of this is shown by profile (a2) in figure
7. This magnitude is verified to be exponentially small in B, Aexp „ econst{B , determined
from solutions across multiple fingers. Thus, the asymptotic expansion, y “ y0`By1` ....,
will fail to predict these ripples as econst{B is beyond all orders of the asymptotic expansion.
Even though these ripples are subdominant as B Ñ 0, evaluating Aexp for a small value
of B, for instance 0.001 ă B ă 0.004 considered in this work, can result in a contribution
larger than the second term of the asymptotic series, By1. Thus these exponential terms
must be considered in any analytical work, necessitating the use of specialised tools in
asymptotic analysis known as exponential asymptotics. This is a common issue encountered
in singular perturbative problems, and is the correction required to the work of Longuet-
Higgins (1963) to obtain an analytical solution for these parasitic solutions. This will the
the focus of future work by the current authors, in which through the use of exponential
asymptotics an analytical theory is introduced for the parasitic structure of solutions
presented in this work.
The second asymptotic limit is that for the solutions at the bottom of the tails of each
finger, as these solutions have a different structure as B Ñ 0. However, as these solutions
are anticipated to become unphysical through the trapping of bubbles for B ă Bcrit (see
the discussion preceding §5.3).
We note that asymmetric solutions to the gravity-capillary wave problem, with re-
markably similar ripples to those described within this paper, were uncovered by Zufiria
(1987). It seems likely that the bifurcation structure shown here would also manifest for
these asymmetric ripples, the main difference being that under the limit of B Ñ 0, these
asymmetric solutions would tend to an asymmetric Stokes wave.
Appendix A The wave energy
The non-dimensionalised bulk energy in the physical domain is given by
E “ F
2
2
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
ˆ ζ
´8
pφ2x ` φ2yqdy dx`B
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
`r1` ζ2xs 12 ´ 1˘ dx` ˆ 12´ 12
ˆ ζ
´8
y dy dx. (A 1)
On the right hand-side, the three groups correspond to the kinetic, capillary potential,
and gravitational potential energies.
Note that due to our subflow (where φx Ñ ´1 as y Ñ ´8), the first and third integrals
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on the right hand side of (A 1) will be unbounded. We thus define the energy, E, to be
the the difference between (A 1) and “no-flow”, ζ “ 0, energy, which yields a finite value.
This is then transformed to act on the free-surface, ψ “ 0, only by the method of Longuet-
Higgins (1989), with which we change variables from px, yq to find the wave-energy under
the pφ, ψq mapping,
E “ F
2
2
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
Y pXφ ´ 1q dφ`B
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
p?J ´Xφq dφ` 1
2
ˆ 1
2
´ 12
Y 2Xφ dφ. (A 2)
With this choice of amplitude parameter, Ehw « 0.00184 corresponds to the fundamental
Stokes wave of maximum height. We rescale the energy by this value to obtain the
amplitude parameter, E , used within this report, given by E “ EEhw , in equation (4.1 c).
Appendix B Solutions with smaller fundamental wavelength
If one solution is known to the gravity-capillary wave-problem with fundamental wave-
length λ “ 1, another can be constructed with λ “ 1{α, where α is a positive integer.
This is visualised in figure B 1. Suppose we have a solution to Bernoulli’s equation (4.1 a)
and the harmonic relation (4.1 b). In rescaling Y “ αYˆ , X “ αXˆ, and φ “ αφˆ, we repeat
the first solution α times to map the original domain from φ P r´α2 , α2 q to the new domain
φˆ P r´ 12 , 12 q. This new solution, Xˆ and Yˆ , also satisfies the two governing equations with
rescaled Froude and Bond numbers Fˆ and Bˆ, given by
Fˆ “ F?
α
and Bˆ “ B
α2
. (B 1 a)
The energy of this new solution can be found by substituting the rescaled variables Xˆ, Yˆ ,
Fˆ , and Bˆ into equation (4.1 c), yielding
Eˆ “ E
α2
. (B 1 b)
Since α ą 1, the energy of the new pure α-wave, Eˆ , will always be smaller than that of
the original wave, E .
This ability to construct new solutions with fundamental wavelength shorter than the
periodic domain allows us to numerically predict the point at which the side branches Sα
transition from physical to unphysical solutions due to the trapping of bubbles. These
locations are shown in the bifurcation diagram of figure 6. As all of these side branch
solutions have the same energy, Eˆ “ 0.38, but different values of α, the energy of the
original wave is given by E “ α2Eˆ .
The procedure to find the location at which solutions in Sα become unphysical is as
follows:
(i) First, we numerically calculate the pB,F q solution space of pure 1-waves with a
single trapped bubble amplitude condition. The energy of these solutions will vary.
(ii) Second, we select the profile with E “ α2Eˆ and obtain values for B and F .
(iii) Third, we rescale these by using equation (B 1 a) to find Fˆ and Bˆ. This yields the
location at which solutions within the side branch, Sα, become unphysical.
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Figure B 1. The rescaling used to produce another solution with smaller fundamental
wavelength is shown.
Repeating this process for multiple values of α yields the predictions displayed in figure 6.
With this method we are able to calculate solutions with a large value of α while keeping
the number of Fourier coefficients used during Newton iteration fixed, and thus do not
encounter the issue discussed in 6.2.
It would also be possible to use this method to compute all of the solutions along
the side branch Sα. However, this requires the entire sheet of pure 1-wave solutions to
be found in the three dimensional pB,F,E q solution space, which we consider to be
prohibitively expensive computationally. By restricting only to profiles displaying a single
trapped bubble, this solution space simplifies to a single branch throughout the pB,F,E q
bifurcation diagram, which we projected to the pB,F q-plane for simplicity. This branch of
solutions is displayed in figure B 2. The two profiles shown are those previously calculated
by [Schwartz & Vanden-Broeck (1979) fig. 2].
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